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Abstract—Software productivity is perceived by practitioners
as one of the most important subjects of Software Engineering
(SE), because it establishes a connection between technical and
economic concerns. Nonetheless, software processes are complex
and productivity means different things to different people. In
order to realize the full contribution of productivity research
to the practice of SE, the compilation and analysis of the
diverse practitioner viewpoints and concerns is required. In
this paper, we develop a systematic literature review to confirm
the existence of different empirical perceptions of productivity
from the distinct business sectors and knowledge areas covered
in practice by SE, identifying also commonalities that may
exist. This review was compiled by analyzing 73 papers on
empirical studies published from 1987 to 2017. The review found
great variability of study findings, particularly concerning the
impacts of agile and hybrid development practices on software
productivity, and research gaps that could be investigated in the
future.
Index Terms—Software Productivity, Systematic Literature
Reviews, Empirical Studies.

1987 to 2017 in peer-reviewed journals and proceedings,
whose references were recovered using the DBLP search
engine [7]. Papers were classified according to the nature
of their authors, covered business sectors and KAs, types
and goals of reported empirical studies, as well as studied
productivity metrics. These data were tabulated, classified and
study findings synthesized. We hope that this review will
help practitioners in addressing software productivity and in
developing future research.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes our
research methodology; Section III presents our data analyses
and research findings; Section IV analyses related work and
Section V discusses the threats to the validity of our research.
We conclude the paper discussing our findings and presenting
prospects for future research (Section VI).
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW M ETHODOLOGY
A. Context Definitions

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software productivity is usually perceived by practitioners
as one of the most important subjects of Software Engineering
(SE), because it establishes a connection between technical and
economic concerns. Ever since the early studies on this subject
[1], software productivity measurement considers the costs of
employed personnel, equipment and third-party components as
possible inputs, whereas source code, specifications and other
produced software artifacts are regarded as possible outputs.
Nonetheless, this connection is not straightforward to understand, since software processes are complex per se [2] and
there are complex interactions between process steps, such as
requirements and development processes [3], between systems
and software, as well as with their economics. Moreover,
software productivity means different things to different people
[4] and various terms denote the same productivity factors [5].
That is, the meaning of software productivity varies according
to perspective and context [6]. So, in order to realize the full
contribution of productivity research to the practice of SE, the
compilation and analysis of the diverse practitioner viewpoints
and concerns regarding software productivity is required.
In this paper, we develop a systematic literature review
in order to confirm the existence of different empirical perceptions of productivity in the distinct business sectors and
Knowledge Areas (KAa) covered in practice by SE, identifying
also commonalities that may exist. Our review was compiled
by analyzing 73 papers on empirical studies published from

The objects of our study are software engineering processes
and organizations wherein productivity can be addressed.
The studied subjects are software professionals that conduct
software processes and are affiliated to software organizations.
The studied dependent variable is software productivity. We
also study many independent variables that capture factors
affecting software productivity.
Considering this conceptual framework, we study interventions in software processes that may have cause-effect
relationships with productivity. Interventions are approaches
to software productivity, which ultimately have some of the
following goals (suggested in [9]): observing, analyzing, describing, understanding, predicting and acting on productivity.
In practice, software processes have observable inputs
(measured through independent variables), suffer treatments
(observed via dependent variables) and generate outcomes,
connected by construct validity to interventions and effects.
Software processes may have confounding factors, such as
developer affects [10] or knowledge [11], making it impossible
to distinguish effects from two treatments from each other.
B. Literature Review Definitions
The studies addressed in our systematic literature review
appear in published papers containing practitioner views or
industry data on software productivity. By practitioners, we
mean software engineering professionals affiliated with private
or government organizations (software industry).

TABLE I
C ATEGORIES OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES ANALYZED .
Study Type Description (adapted from [9])
Case Study Adopts research questions, hypotheses, units of analysis, logic
linking data to hypotheses and criteria for interpreting the
findings. When some of these requirements are not satisfied,
it is considered an exploratory case study.
Experiment Adopts random assignment of treatments to subjects, large
sample sizes, well-formulated hypotheses and selection of
independent(s) variable(s), which is (are) randomly sampled.
When all these requisites are satisfied, it is considered a
controlled experiment; otherwise it is a quasi-experiment.
Simulation Adopts either models to represent specific real situations / environments or data from real situations as a basis for setting key
parameters in simulation models. When the simulation model
is used to establish the goal(s) in (an) objective function(s), it
is called an optimization study.
Survey
Proposes questions addressed to participants, through questionnaires, (structured) interviews, online surveys, focus group
meetings and others.
Review
Incorporates results from previous studies in the analysis.
When the subjects are papers, it is a literature review. When a
well-defined methodology is used to collect secondary references, critically appraise results and synthesize their findings,
it is called a systematic literature review. When the purpose is
to map the distribution of objects across a conceptual structure,
it is called a systematic mapping. When statistical analysis
methods are adopted, it is regarded as a meta-analysis.

D. Reference Search Strategy
We chose DBLP [7] as the primary source of bibliographic
references for our study, since it is an open and curated tool
that covers the main sources of published scientific research
on SE, including publications in the ACM and IEEE Computer
Society Digital Libraries.
Our search criteria were to find “productivity” in the paper title and “software” either in the paper title or in the
publication title (proceedings or journal name). Since DBLP
allows the formulation of search queries with implicit logical
connectives, we carried out a publication search by inputting
in DBLP the search string “software productivity” in order to
obtain references matching both keywords.
We chose to carry out our review considering the period
from 1987 to 2017 in order to observe publications in three
entire decades and avoid short term search fluctuations, such as
the varying number of papers reported in 2018 by the search
engine. For the period between 1987 and 2017, our query,
performed in 2018, returned 338 references.
Although the obtained set of references may seem to be
small when contrasted to related work, we preferred to choose
a more focused search string and treat the threats to validity
that arise due to this decision as discussed in Section V.
E. Reference Exclusion Criteria

We deal both with primary and secondary studies in our
review. Primary studies report on the details and results of scientifically investigating research objects and subjects, whereas
secondary studies incorporate results from previous studies
in the analysis. We only analyze here studies that contain
practitioner views or industry data on software productivity.
We classify primary and secondary studies as case studies,
surveys, experiments, simulations and reviews, eventually using qualifiers. The adopted classification appears in Table I.
We restrict the scope of our research to empirical studies and,
consequently, ignore position and vision papers.
C. Review Question Formulation
The goal of our study, formulated using the Goal Question
Metric (GCM) methodology [12], is to review the software
productivity literature with the purpose of synthesizing and
analyzing this subject area considering the different underlying
notions and definitions existing across the business sectors and
KAs covered in practice by empirical SE. Consequently, we
derive the following review questions from this goal:
RQ1 Which business sectors and knowledge areas are
studied in connection to software productivity?
RQ2 How is productivity data collected and analyzed,
based on which metrics?
RQ3 Which are the approaches to software productivity
and what are their effects?
RQ4 What are the types of empirical studies performed on
software productivity and which are their findings?
As usual in systematic literature reviews, these are very general
review questions, which nevertheless guide us in achieving our
synthesis and analysis goals.

We excluded from our study paper references that failed to
satisfy any of the following conditions:
1) Correspond to complete published peer-reviewed articles: We ignored reference books, theses, technical
reports, abstracts and summaries retrieved in our search,
preventing us from studying incomplete, partial and nonvalidated research results;
2) Correspond to journal papers, book chapters and conference/workshop papers whose contents were not later
subsumed: This was required to ensure the analysis
of the last published results, which sometimes appear
with modified form or contents in relation to previously
published versions;
3) Are strictly connected to software productivity: This
was posed to avoid analyzing studies related mostly to
other subjects (such as SE education and training), or
experience reports which study specific subjects (such as
productivity software) or methods, techniques and tools
addressing software productivity as a secondary subject
(such as software development environments that ensure
higher productivity);
The compliance with these criteria was verified considering
only paper title, authors, abstract and publication media. We
only checked the subsumption of a paper by another one
when the latest publication was also obtained as a result of
our search. From the 338 references resulting from our initial
search using DBLP, just 168 satisfied all these criteria.
F. Paper Inclusion Quality Criteria
For each selected bibliographic reference, we attempted
to obtain an online version of the corresponding complete

published paper, but we only had access to 100 of these papers.
We read each obtained full text to ensure its compliance with
the following quality validation checklist:
1) Reports at least on one empirical study;
2) Has a practitioner author or adopts industry data1 ;
3) Clearly describes the adopted methodology;
4) Clearly explains studied variables;
5) Answers the study(ies) research question(s);
6) Provides a clear statement of main findings;
The analysis of the obtained papers based on these criteria
reduced the scope of our review from 168 references to 67
papers to be analyzed.
G. Secondary Study Treatment
Among the 67 papers to be analyzed, eight were systematic secondary studies, such as literature reviews and metaanalyses. In order to include one such study in the scope of our
review, either the preceding criteria had already been satisfied
(in that case, it is a mixed primary and secondary study, such as
[13]–[15]) or we were forced to read papers referenced therein
to identify some complying with the posed requirements.
Taking advantage of this procedure, we adopted a backward snowballing technique [16], which consists in analyzing
paper references in order to find relevant studies that had
not been found using the adopted search string. We applied
the snowballing technique only on the obtained systematic
literature reviews and meta-analyses. Five additional papers
were obtained in this way, including [17], which is cited in
[2] and is also a systematic literature review. Consequently,
we had to apply snowballing recursively yet again, on the
references of [17], resulting in one additional publication. In
total, this process produced six extra papers to be analyzed.
We ended up with 73 papers to be analyzed: 9 secondary
systematic studies and 64 papers containing other study types.
H. Paper Processing and Treatment
The references and full versions of the selected papers were
used in extracting the following data for our analyses:
1) Bibliographic key;
2) Year of publication;
3) Number of authors and practitioner authors;
4) (Qualified) empirical study type(s);
5) Studied business sector(s);
6) Main SE KA and KA topic(s);
7) Productivity approach ultimate goal;
8) Data source(s) and characterization(s);
9) Adopted productivity metric(s);
10) Employed analysis method(s);
11) Main finding(s);
The first three fields were extracted from each bibliographic
reference. The number of practitioner authors was obtained
from the authors and affiliations listed in each paper, reflecting
author affiliations at the time of each publication.
1 We consider industry data in an ample sense here, by admitting data and
code from open source development projects and also from standards, so long
as they are effectively used/adopted in industry.

TABLE II
K NOWLEDGE A REAS OF THE SWEBOK [18].
Acronym
SWEBOK
SEP
SEMM
SR
SD
SC
ST
SM
SCM
SQ
SEM
SEPP

Chapter
Many
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
10
7
11

Knowledge Area
Software Engineering Body of Knowledge
Software Engineering Processes
Software Engineering Models and Methods
Software Requirements
Software Design
Software Construction
Software Testing
Software Maintenance
Software Configuration Management
Software Quality
Software Engineering Management
Software Engineering Professional Practice

Study type and business sector, KA and productivity approach goal were all gathered by the author while reading each
paper. We adopted the SWEBOK [18] KAs as a taxonomy for
paper classification. The description of these KAs is presented
in Table II. On the other hand, no a priori definition of studied
business sectors was chosen. In this way, the business sectors
presented here are those appearing in published papers.
The adopted data sources, productivity metrics, analysis
methods and study findings were compiled by analyzing each
paper in detail, considering the extensive body on knowledge
on empirical methods found in the literature (cf. [19]).
III. DATA A NALYSIS AND R ESEARCH F INDINGS
We report here our attempts to answer the review questions
by analyzing primary studies and non-systematic reviews. In
Section IV, we analyze systematic secondary studies.
A. Study Types, Business Sectors and KAs (RQ1)
We present the historical breakdown of the number of
studied papers through the KAs of SE in Fig. 1. In the figure,
we note a growth trend in the number of studied papers on
software productivity and some diversification in addressed
KAs. Indeed, in the five years period ending in 2017, the
total number of papers doubled in relation to the period
ending in 2007. Moreover, general studies were substituted by
specific ones, particularly on SE management practices (cf.
SEM: [4], [20]–[31]). In past periods, papers used to address
traditional phases of development processes, from software
design to maintenance (cf. SD, SC, ST, SQ, SQ, SCM and
SM), recorded under the tag SWEBOK in our review when
many were studied in a paper. Despite the general growth, we
have observed just a few papers addressing social aspects (cf.
SEPP) and early stages of software development (cf. SR).
The most frequent business sectors mentioned in primary
studies were: software (in 18,8% of the papers); information
technology (10,9%); banking and space (6,3% each); commerce (4,7%); defense, automotive and services (3,1% each).
Surprisingly, 31,3% of the papers did not make explicit the target economic sectors of the respective development processes,
whereas 10,9% of the papers addressed many different sectors.

Fig. 1. Evolution of SE KAs in papers over time.

It is important to mention that the reviewed literature recognizes a significant influence of business sectors on software
development productivity [32]–[34]. Moreover, in particular
sectors, specific significant productivity factors were identified,
such as risk classification in the banking sector [35].
B. Data Collection, Measurement and Analysis (RQ2)
Here, we are interested in analyzing how qualitative and
quantitative data were collected, measured and analyzed.
Concerning data collection and data sources, we wish to understand what and how much data were collected, from which
sources, by whom and in which period. Data collection time
spans were determined by research convenience or according
to customer needs. Sample sizes varied substantially between
studies, from small samples (ex. 16 projects in [36]) to large
ones (357 companies in [37] and 1000 developer pairs in [38]).
Data sources were, in general, one company ( [3], [4], [23],
[35], [38]–[45] ), many companies ( [22], [46] ) or publically
accessible databases (CSBSG in [47]; COMPUSTAT in [48];
Experience in [32], [33]; and ISBSG in [29], [49], [50]). Data
were obtained by researchers [51], [52] or self-collected by
practitioners in manual [53], [54] or automated ways (e.g., by
using source code management tools [20], [28], [30], [38],
[55]). It is challenging to develop quantitative analyses of
these aspects, given the varying amount of detail in papers.
Nevertheless, although requiring extensive reprocessing – due
to ambiguities, missing values and imbalanced datasets [29] –
efforts to standardize data definition and collection in public
databases have been considered relevant and welcome.
We also wish to understand the formulation of productivity metrics and how they are used in studies for software
productivity analysis. Concerning productivity metrics, a list
extracted from the studied papers is presented in Table III.
Metrics of software construction and maintenance can always be expressed as ratios between inputs and outputs of
software processes [13], although some authors prefer a more
algebraic formulation, using regression equations [48], [61],
[62] or data envelopes [40], [49], [52], [63]. Although single
ratio metrics ease data collection and analyses, factors such as
elapsed time are not explicitly incorporated in these analyses

[15]. Moreover, analyses based on such metrics suffer from
validity threats that are not always easy to counter [75].
From the point of view of measured objects, metrics based
just on source code capture only the productivity of programming and maintenance tasks [73], while others – such
as analysis and design – demand measuring more structured
objects, such as models [44], use case or function points
(respectively [51] and [23], [26], [29], [32]–[34], [36], [43],
[50], [64], [65]). Even these metrics usually ignore nonfunctional development and other practices, such as reuse [2].
An additional degree of complexity in measurement has
been introduced by the desire to understand collaborative
and distributed development, which adopt elapsed time or
frequency based metrics ( [28] and [20], [30], [38] ). With the
departure from general studies covering the whole development process and technical aspects, productivity metrics also
diverged from artifact measurement. Contemporary metrics
have been devised to consider diverse constructs and factors,
such as affects or self-assessments ( [10] and [24] ).
Concerning analysis methods, the most frequently adopted
in primary studies were: statistical charts (in 29,7% of the papers); descriptive statistics (21,9%); one-way ANOVA (9,4%);
data envelopment analysis (7,8%); the Cobb-Douglass Model,
correlational and quantitative analysis, and stepwise regression
(6,3% each); linear regression, Spearman’s rank correlation,
Student’s t-tests and system dynamics simulation models
(4,7% each). It is interesting to notice that some of these
methods have their roots in other disciplines, such as the CobbDouglass Model (which is frequently used in Econometry)
and System Dynamics Models (which were developed to
understand industrial processes). On the one hand, the use
of analysis methods from other disciplines provides additional
evidence of the maturation of software productivity measurement, but, on the other, suggests that standard methods have
not been entirely effective in approaching this subject.
A plethora of other statistical tests and methods were also
adopted in studies. While it is a good practice to choose the
tests and methods that best fit the problem under analysis,
we notice that often the preconditions for these applications
are not discussed in published papers. For example, random
sample selection, frequency distribution, missing data, homoscedasticity, colinearity, statistical power, effect size and
goodness of fit have not always been addressed in publications.
Paradigmatic examples of treatment appear in [14], [15].
Such a methodological weakness partially diminishes reader
confidence in studies and should be addressed in future work.
C. Software Productivity Approaches (RQ3)
Now, we wish to elicit from studied papers the ultimate
goals of software productivity approaches, with the corresponding effects. The list of analyzed papers is classified
according to study goals in Table IV.
Our classification of ultimate goals embodies a notion of
subsumption of less demanding goals by more stringent ones.
That is why, although almost normally distributed around
understanding goals, the number of papers in the table is

TABLE III
S OFTWARE P RODUCTIVITY M ETRICS IN P RIMARY S TUDIES .
Name
many
TFP
EVA/y
IYNR/employees
US$ Cost/LOC
SDE
adjusted size/total effort
effort/task
FP/p-(m;d;h)
FP/y
UFP/(m;h)
UCP/p-h
SLOC/p-(y;m;d;h)
NCSLOC/p-(m;d)
DSLOC/p-(m;h)
added SLOC/d
p-h/FP
resolution time/task
features/w
time to first CCR
CCR/(month;week)
inter CCR time
SAP
qualitative
TOTAL

Definition
Count
many different metrics were used
7
total factor productivity
1
economic value added per year
2
labor productivity (in year net revenue / employee number) 2
American Dollar cost per line of code
1
stochastic data envelopment (f(FP, SLOC) / person-hour)
4
deliverables size-effort / total-effort month
2
source lines of task code / task person-hours
1
function points / person-(months;days;hours)
5
function points per year
1
unadjusted function point per (month;hour)
3
use case points / person-hours
1
source lines of code / person-(years;months;days;hours)
10
non-comm. source lines of code / person-(months;days)
2
delivered lines of code / person-(months;hours)
3
added source lines of code / days elapsed
1
person-hours per function point
2
resolution time per task
1
features per week
1
time to first contributor commit
1
contributor commits per (month;week)
1
time between contributor commits
1
self-assessed productivity
2
only qualitative metrics were used
8
64

Primary Studies (in publication order, with appearence period)
[4], [5], [31], [56]–[59] (1991-2017)
[60] (2012-2012)
[48], [61] (2009-2011)
[37], [62] (2013-2017)
[53] (1999-1999)
[40], [49], [52], [63] (1991-2006)
[14], [15] (2004-2017)
[44] (2014-2014)
[26] (2014-2014); [23] (2003-2003); [32], [33], [50] (2000-2009)
[64] (1993-1993)
[34], [43] (1999-2017); [65] (2004-2004)
[51] (2017-2017)
[42]; [25], [39], [66]; [35]; [13], [27], [45], [47], [67]*
[54] (1994-1994); [68] (2001-2001)
[46], [69] (1996-2005); [70] (1996-1996)
[55] (2016-2016)
[29], [36] (2011-2012)
[21] (2013-2013)
[41] (1996-1996)
[28] (2017-2017)
[38] (2009-2009); [20] (2009-2009)
[30] (2016-2016)
[10], [24] (2015-2017)
[3], [6], [11], [22], [71]–[74] (1991-2017)
* periods: (1999-1999); (1988-2014); (2012-2012); (1987-2009).

TABLE IV
S OFTWARE P RODUCTIVITY U LTIMATE G OALS IN P RIMARY S TUDIES .
Name /
Appearance
observation
(—)
analysis
(2009-2015)
description
(1996-2017)
understanding
(1988-2017)
prediction
(1991-2017)
action
(1987-2016)
TOTAL

Definition
Count
(based on [9])
Empirical observation of the objects and subjects of study 0
(since very little is known about them).
Adoption of established procedures to investigate research 4
objects and subjects.
Provision of logical descriptions and classifications of studied 8
objects and subjects based on analyses.
Explanation of why and how something happens in relation 34
to research objects and subjects (including measurement).
Description of what will happen regarding studied objects and 8
subjects.
Prescription or description of interactions with research ob- 10
jects and subjects so as to give rise to observable effects.
64

skewed towards actions, since these presume the completion
of prediction, understanding and other less demanding goals.
One could expect that most research regarding software
productivity would be concerning understanding (and measurement) goals, but this is an oversimplification. While, on
the one hand, actionable theories, such as optimization models
[31], provide guidance for interference in software processes,
on the other hand structural equation modeling is used to
describe intangible aspects of software development [59].
Although understanding goals were listed in 55% of the
papers published in the two decades ending in 2017, there is
growing interest in analysis and description goals, since their
proportion reached 25% of the papers in the latter decade.
We believe this evolution captures the emergence of new SE
subjects, which often require initial productivity assessments.

Primary Studies
(in order of publication)
—
[11], [48], [61], [73]
[5], [6], [10], [22], [34], [59], [70], [72]
[3], [4], [14], [15], [21], [23]–[25], [28]–[30], [32], [33], [35]–[39],
[42], [43], [47], [50], [54]–[56], [58], [60], [62], [64]–[68], [74]
[26], [40], [46], [49], [51], [52], [63], [69]
[13], [20], [27], [31], [41], [44], [45], [53], [57], [71]

D. Study Types and Reported Findings (RQ4)
Finally, we report on study types and synthesize their extent,
findings and lessons learned. Due to space constraints, we
focus just on the findings that contribute to analyzing our
research question, by listing the relevant studies in Table V.
There is some variability in the study types reported in
analyzed papers. Experiments and case studies have been dominant, respectively with at least 33% and 11% of the papers in
each five years period. However, in the past decade, we noticed
a substantial increase in surveys, reaching 33% of the papers
in this period. This seems to mirror the emergence of new
SE subjects. Indeed, four studies addressed SE management
issues, such as daily practices [24], workflows [4], teamwork
[22] and global development [26], whereas two other had to
do with SE practices, such as feelings [10] and social practices

TABLE V
S TUDY T YPES AND S ELECTED F INDINGS IN P RIMARY S TUDIES .
Key Year Auth./ Study
Pract Type
[63] 1994 2 / 0 experiment
[43] 1999 2 /
[23] 2003 4 /
[45] 2007 2 /
[47] 2008 3 /
[36] 2011 5 /
[6] 2013 4 /
[74] 2014 3 /

[30] 2016 3 /
[22] 2017 2 /
[24] 2017 5 /

SE KA

Main findings (related to productivity)

SM

There are significant economies of scale in maintenance projects. There may be potential gains in maintenance
productivity by grouping smaller modification projects into larger planned releases.
1 case study
SEMM
The adoption of OOD/OOP results in greater productivity and efficiency when compared to other approaches.
1 online survey SEM
Larger projects are more productive and have lower defects levels. Early prototyping brings the promise of
subsequent work on features most valued by customers, with a positive impact on productivity.
1 quasiSWEBOK There is no significant difference in productivity between projects developed using OOA/ODD and SA/SD, nor
experiment
upon the selection of programming language. Small projects are slightly more productive than other projects.
Software productivity is significantly different for distinct application domains.
2 exploratory
SWEBOK Project size, type and business sector are factors that influence software productivity with varying levels of
case study
significance
0 case study
SC
There is a significant and positive productivity difference in Scrum-RUP projects when contrasted to traditional
development.
0 case study
SC
Agile team management is the most influential factor in achieving higher team productivity. Others are team size,
diversity, skill, collocation and time allocation. Teams should also be aware of the negative impact of turnover.
2 case study
SC
There is a decrease in the number of mistakes and interruptions in software projects, which are now coming from
authorized persons. Short interaction cycles prevent endless developments. There is a significant positive impact
of the agile development method Scrum on software productivity, not at the expense of software quality. This
does not contribute to increasing customer satisfaction.
0 experiment
SEM
The productivity of open source development decreases as the team grows in size. Due to the overhead of required
coordination, open source projects are examples of diseconomies of scale.
0 questionnaires SEM
Factors that significantly affect agile team productivity are external factors and dependencies, team management
and effectiveness, motivation, skillfulness and culture.
1 online surveys SEM
Factors that influence productivity are highly individual. Self-perceived productivity follows habitual patterns.
Developer’s work during each day is highly fragmented.

[59], with an addition generic paper on job definitions [11].
A lot of variability exists in the findings of analyzed papers.
For example, while [43] mentions great improvements in
software productivity due to the use of OOA/OOD/OOP, this
gain is not confirmed in [45]. The effect of project and task
size on productivity is reported to be positive by [63] and
[23] in large (maintenance) projects, positive in OOA/OOD
projects by [47], with varying impact by [45] and negative by
[30] (which studies only open source projects).
There are some KAs for which significant impacts on productivity are reported due to the adoption of specific practices.
The most notable example comes from agile/lean and hybrid
development process practices [6]: for example, Scrum [22],
[74] and Scrum-RUP [36] are reported to have definite positive
impacts on productivity.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
The orthogonal and longitudinal characters of our study, as
well as its primary concern with industry data and practitioner
viewpoints, are the distinctive characteristics of our work. A
synthesis of the related work is presented in Table VI.
The practitioner focus of our study led us to set specific
goals and choose a distinguished methodology when contrasted to related work. Among the papers mentioned in Table
VI, only one has a practitioner as a co-author [17]. Moreover,
just some differentiate academic and laboratory studies from
those performed in industrial settings [75], [77], [79], although
studies from both sources are analyzed in each case. On the
other hand, our paper selection criteria were defined taking
this focus into account. In addition, we were led us to adopt
a review methodology slightly different from related work, in

that no concerns with publication media [75], [80] nor attempts
to rate studies [75], [77] were considered necessary here, given
the assumed industrial relevance of the analyzed papers.
Software productivity was reviewed herein considering the
evolution of this subject over time. This is not a novelty per
se, as it can be noticed in the tables and graphs in [17], [76],
[79], [80], but this has not been presented together with KA,
study type and goal breakdowns. This approach allowed us
to develop historical trend analyses of software productivity
research, as reported in Section III.
Our study provides an overview of software productivity
with intra and inter KA analyses, whereas related work usually
focuses on specific KAs. Even literature reviews are organized
in this way, such as [77], [79] (which report negative impacts
of test-driven development – TDD), [76] (on Scrum) and [9]
(on reuse). This perspective allowed us to identify gaps in
productivity research on specific KAs, as reported in Section
III-A, which could be investigated in the future.
V. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
A. Construct and Internal Validity
Systematic reviews are often structured in terms of subjective conceptual structures or taxonomies. The lack of sufficient
definition or ambiguities in the adopted notions lead to construct validity threats. We have mitigated this kind of threat by
selecting authoritative taxonomies whenever available. That is
why we chose to use the SWEBOK KAs [18], as well as study
types and productivity approaches adapted from [9].
In literature reviews, bias in selecting publications to be
reviewed may threat construct validity. In our case, we have

TABLE VI
R ELATED SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEWS .
Key Year Auth./ Study
Pract. Type
[9] 2007 2 / 0 systematic
literature
review

[17] 2008 2 / 1 systematic
literature
review
[76] 2010 5 / 0 systematic
literature
review
[75] 2011 1 / 0 systematic
mapping

SE KA/
Topics
SC / -

Search Period Queried
Reference Processing
Start End
Sources
(and sample sizes)
1994 2005 ACM Digital Li- After duplicate removal,
brary, IEEE Ex- 17 references were filtered
plore.
and 13 selected. This list
was
cross-checked
by
manually querying the
adopted sources. After
detailed reading, 11 papers
were analyzed.
SWEBOK action
1970 2007 ACM
Digital 53 references were filtered
/Library,
Google and 26 papers analyzed.
Scholar,
IEEE
Xplore,
Science
Direct.
SC / XP under2000 2009 ACM Digital Li- 274 references were obstanding
brary, Compendex, tained, 28 texts filtered and
IEEE Xplore, Sci- analyzed.
ence Direct, Scopus.
SWEBOK prediction 1985 2009 ACM Digital Li- 962 references were ob/brary, Compendex, tained, 586 were filtered and
IEEE Explore, In- 94 selected. After detailed
spec, ISI Web of reading, 38 papers were anScience.
alyzed.

[2] 2013 3 / 0 systematic
literature
review

SEPP / -

[77] 2013 2 / 0 metaanalysis

Ultimate
Goal
action

understanding

1993

2003

SWEBOK action
/ TDD

2002

2011

[78] 2015 3 / 0 systematic
literature
review

SC / XP

2000

2014

[79] 2016 3 / 0 systematic
literature
review

SC / TDD action

1999

2014

[80] 2017 4 / 0 systematic
literature
review

SWEBOK under/standing

1982

2015

understanding

ACM
Digital
Library,
IEEE
Xplore, ISI Web of
Science, Science
Direct,
Taylor,
Francis and Wiley
Online.

Main findings
(related to productivity)
There is significant evidence of
apparent productivity gains in
small and medium-scale studies.
Results for actual productivity
are inconsistent. The definition
of productivity metrics is problematic and great variance is observed.
Communication efforts are positive for productivity, which is
affected by business domains. A
list of technical and soft productivity factors is distilled.
Scrum is related to the productivity of software projects. Other
performance factors supposedly
related to Scrum are mapped.
Simple ratio measures are misleading and should be evaluated
with care. SDE analysis is more
robust for comparing projects.
Managers should be aware of validity threats regarding productivity and should address them.
Productivity measures at job levels requiring advanced technical knowledge and skills focus
either on units of a product
(SLOC/Time) or planned project
units (Tasks Completed/Time).
There is no clear differentiation
of productivity at specific job
description levels.

187
references
were
obtained, 177 considered
unique and 51 filtered.
After detailed reading,
3 articles were selected.
The list was completed by
snowballing their references
and 3 additional texts were
included, resulting in 6
analyzed papers.
ACM
Digital 53 references were obtained Test Driven Development (TDD)
Library,
IEEE and 27 papers analyzed.
has little effect on productivity.
Xplore, ISI Web of
Sub-group analyses show that
Science, Science
the productivity drop is much
Direct,
Springer
larger in industries that adopt
Link, Scopus.
TDD, due to the additional overhead.
ACM
Digital 150 references were ob- Productivity measures are not
Library,
IEEE tained, 12 papers were fil- capable of satisfying the requireXplore,
Science tered and analyzed.
ments of agile development proDirect,
Springer
cesses. They must also consider
Link.
the knowledge dimension.
ACM
Digital 1107
references
were There is a decrease in producLibrary, CiteSeerx, obtained, 964 considered tivity when Test Driven DevelIEEE
Xplore, unique and 64 filtered. After opment (TDD) is adopted in inScience
Direct, detailed reading, 24 articles dustry, when compared to Test
Wiley
Online were selected. This list was Last Development.
Library.
completed by snowballing
their references, resulting
in 27 analyzed papers.
Scopus, the Web of 695
references
were Productivity metrics are usually
Science.
obtained, 625 considered defined using time or effort as
unique and 224 selected. inputs and LOC as the output,
After detailed reading, 71 in a single ratio quantitative appapers were analyzed.
proach. This is explained by the
fact that such measures are easier to obtain, but riskier.

used DBLP [7] as a neutral source of references, which
is an open and curated tool. Moreover, review findings are
determined by analyzing selected papers. The standard way
to avoid analysis threats is to follow a definite research
methodology and review protocol. In our study, the guidelines
suggested in [8] were followed. Another source of threat is
researcher bias, which we attempted to mitigate by double
checking each and every one of our procedures and findings.
An initiative to join our review with similar studies of some
other authors is also under way.
Literature reviews are based on primary and sometimes
secondary studies that may present themselves researcher
biases. In order to reduce the influence of researcher opinions
in our study, we decided to select only papers that were
published in peer-reviewed journals and proceedings, thereby
having third party validation. In addition, literature reviews
suffer from possible publication biases, which correspond to
the likelihood that positive results appear more frequently
than negative results in published papers. However, concerning
software productivity, this does not seem to be the case, given
the high variability of the reported study findings.
Economic confounding factors sensibly affect software productivity. The SWEBOK mentions economic friction (everything keeping markets from having perfect competition),
ecosystems and outsourcing/offshoring as examples [18]. Indeed, distance from customers, cost of delivery, restrictive regulations and/or uneven information dissemination are factors
that negatively affect software costs and impact productivity.
On the other hand, software development ecosystems and the
existence of frameworks for intellectual property protection
are likely cost savers. Offshoring and outsourcing have an
ambiguous influence on software productivity. Despite the
recognition of these factors impact on costs and productivity,
we have seldom found, in the reviewed literature, studies
of these factors. This raises concerns regarding the external
validity of analyzed study findings and points out that more
extensive research on productivity factors is needed.
B. External Validity
External validity threats in literature reviews arise from the
existence of relevant undetected papers. Indeed, [8] alerts that
no single search can find all relevant studies. In our case, we
adopted DBLP [7] as a source of bibliographic references,
since it covers the most relevant sources on Software Engineering, and recursively applied backwards snowballing as a
second pass technique to identify additional references. This
process returned 138 references, 100 of which were analyzed
and thereby 73 papers selected for inclusion in our study. This
sample size is larger than those mentioned in Table VI.
VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this paper, we have confirmed the existence of different
empirical perceptions of software productivity in the distinct
business sectors and KAs covered in practice by SE, as
presented in Section III-A. We also found out that there are
commonalities in addressing software productivity in these

KAs and sectors, mostly due to the adopted analysis methods
and their respective metrics (cf. Section III-B).
The distinctive characteristics of our work were the choice
of a practitioner focus and the decision to analyze only
empirical studies in our research. This design appeared to
be adequate because, in general, the outcomes of productivity
studies are relatively distinct in practitioner/industrial contexts
[59], [77] and the respective empirical studies may assume
a high degree of relevance, since the studied settings are not
artificial and software developers are professionals [9].
Our review found great variability of study findings, particularly concerning the impacts of agile and hybrid development
practices on software productivity (cf. positive for Scrum –
Section III-D – and negative for TDD – Section IV). Moreover,
although we argued at the beginning of the paper that software
productivity is important because it establishes a connection
between technological and economic aspects, we determined
here that there are more participants in this relationship, such
as social and managerial factors (SEM and SEPP, described in
Section III-A), as foreseen in [5], [58], with potential effects
on software effort, quality and lead-time [38].
Some methodological lessons and recommendations can be
derived from our work. Great care should be taken in the
formulation of search strings for systematic literature reviews.
While the adoption of many alternative search keys may return
a nearly intractable number of references, extremely narrow
search criteria (or even mistakes in formulating queries, such
as in attempts to use logical connectors, which are treated
by DBLP as additional search keys) may leave out important
references that should be analyzed. Moreover, we noted that
the use of SE taxonomies is sometimes very challenging. In
particular, our decision to adopt the SWEBOK KAs [18] led
our classification efforts to be very time consuming, because
contemporary SE subjects are marginally addressed therein,
such as those elicited in Sections III-C and III-D: agile/lean
practices, web development techniques, service-oriented architectures (eg. SAAS), global development and others. In future
efforts to update the SWEBOK contents, the inclusion of more
practice-oriented guidance should be considered, as a way to
ensure and facilitate practitioner adoption.
The strengths/trends and weaknesses/gaps in analyzed studies suggest further research. A more holistic approach in
software productivity studies is needed [5], covering more
or unabridged KAs (eg. SR and SEMM), sectors (noticeably
industry and retail) and productivity factors (economic friction
and ecosystems), while treating the lack of standardization and
sufficient reporting in studies. The development of more confirmatory, replication and multi-company studies is required
[73]. Efforts on diversifying data sources and establishing
databases for productivity information collection and dissemination (cf. Section III-B) are also welcome. The historical and
expected evolution of this field over the years – with a potential
increase in the number of published studies – would provide
continued evidence that the quest for productivity is still active
in SE. Only with authoritative practice-oriented industrial scale
studies, this quest may stride forward.
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